Working Group Recommends Quality
Control Plan for Quarries
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A legislative working group has released a new quality control plan for quarries in
light of the crumbling foundations problem afflicting many eastern Connecticut
homeowners.
The General Assembly’s Quarries Working Group, which has been meeting since
September, also studied the workforce currently available to help homeowners repair
their foundations. The concrete has been deteriorating because of the presence of an
iron sulfide called pyrrhotite that’s been traced to a quarry in Willington.

“This report helps give guidelines and direction to the numerous individuals working
to assist those impacted by concrete foundations,” said state Sen. Saud Anwar, DSouth Windsor, a working group member.
The Model Quality Control Plan recommends quarry operators producing concrete
aggregate provide Geological Source Reports to the Connecticut State Geologist.
These reports would be prepared by a certified geologist and document the mining,
processing, storage and quality control methods used by an aggregate producer.
The quality control plan also calls for aggregate to be tested to measure sulfur content
in a quarry and determine the existence of pyrrhotite. Depending on the amount
identified, the aggregate would be approved for use for four years; not be permitted
for concrete use; or require additional testing.
Meanwhile, task force members determined the current workforce of contractors
helping homeowners with the needed repairs is adequate for current demand, as well
as a potential increase in demand in the future.
However, during a hearing last week, some contractors told task force members their
work has been delayed in some communities where there are only part-time inspectors
or offices that are closed on certain days of the week. There were suggestions of
possibly using state inspectors, inspectors from other communities or contracted
inspectors to help approve plans so work can commence.
Besides finding a way to expand inspection options, the study also recommend that
affected homeowners should be better educated in how to obtain state financial
assistance and choose a contractor, as well as what to expect during the repair process,
which typically involves lifting up a home and replacing the entire foundation.
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